Fast-loop Fluid Sampling
In the petroleum industry, pipeline fluid content needs to be constantly
sampled for quality. This measurement can be inline (inside the pipeline)
or achieved by drawing off the content into a sample loop. However,
a fast loop system provides increased accuracy and reduced maintenance cost
by sampling what comes off the main pipeline, analysing it and returning it.

Verdermag Global pumps feature
at the heart of a fast-loop fluid
sampling systems. All Global pumps
are 100% leak-free, which is vital in
remote locations such as oil rigs
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Flooded units
Verdermag Global pumps are
flooded units where the bearings are
permanently lubricated by the crude
oil circulating within. Verdermag
Global centrifugal pumps use high
quality silicon carbide bearings,
providing high tolerance to thermal
shock and pressure, extreme
hardness and resistance to wear,
compatibility with highly aggressive
media and efficient revolution from
their perfectly smooth construction.
Providing the bearings are kept
lubricated and free of debris, they
will run for many years, sometimes
up to 25 years and often beyond the
life of the motor powering the pump.
Most of the major oil companies
apply their own specifications in
addition to mandatory requirements,
and in many cases Verder has been
called on to supply X-Rays and

Verdermag Global produce pumps to a client’s specification including
materials, paint specification, mountings and much more...
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